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WORD OF THE WEEK-        3rd – 9th August, 2020 

GRADE- 6 

WORD- DEMURE (Adjective) 

Meaning – (of a woman or her behaviour), reserved, modest, and shy 

                     (of clothing) lending a modest appearance  

Origin- From old French demorer to delay, linger; influenced by meur,ripe, mature 

Synonym – bashful, coy, timid, prim 

Antonym – bold, brave, extrovert, strong  

Usage in sentence;  

1. At the party last night, my friend was demure and stayed in a corner by herself.  

2. I wore jeans or the demure dresses approved of by the school authorities. 

3. Her attitude was demure but her smile was adorably mischievous.  

 

 

WORD OF THE WEEK-        3rd – 9th August, 2020 

Class 7 

Bonanza - noun 

meaning - Something that suddenly produces large profits of great opportunities. 

Word origin - C19: from Spanish, literally: calm sea, hence, good luck, from Medieval Latin 

bonacia, from Latin bonus good + malacia dead calm, from Greek malakia softness 

synonyms - Jackpot,  prize, trophy, gratuity, reward, distinction.  

antonyms - scantness,  deficit , inadequate,  insufficient, poverty,  unde rsupply. 

sentences: 

1.The rise in house prices meant that those who were selling enjoyed a bonanza. 

2. April was a bonanza month for car sales. 

3. The magazine will hold another fashion bonanza in the spring. 

4. The improved economy was a bonanza for local stores. 
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5. The deal could bring a huge jobs bonanza to the city. 

WORD OF THE WEEK-        3rd – 9th August, 2020 

Grade- 8 

Word- Incorrigible (adjective) 

Meaning- (of people and their behaviour) not able to be changed or reformed 

Origin- Borrowed from old French incorrigible (1334), or directly from Latin ‘incorrigibilis' (‘not to 

be corrected') 

From in- (“not”) +  corrigere(‘‘to correct”) + -ibilis(“-able") 

Synonym- hopeless, incurable, irreformable 

Antonym- curable, recoverable 

Usage in sentence: 

1. He was an incorrigible liar. 

2. Gamblers are incorrigible optimists. 

3. Everyone makes mistakes, but few are incorrigible.  

WORD OF THE WEEK        3rd – 9th August, 2020 

CLASS: 9 

WORD: Hagiography 

          MEANING: (i) (noun) the writing of the lives of saints. 

                              (ii) A biography that treats its subject with undue reverence, it  

                                  idealises or idolises the person.            

         ORIGIN: An ancient Greek word, originated from Hagio meaning ‘holy’ + 

                         graphy. 

         SYNONYMS: Biography, Life story, Life history. 

         ANTONYMS: Synography. 

         USAGE IN SENTENCES: (i) The hagiography of the Eastern and Greek  

                                                       Church also has been the subject of important                  

                                                       publications. 
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                                                   (ii) Accomplishments of various saints were  

                                                         outlined  in the hagiography.                           

WORD OF THE WEEK         3rd – 9th August, 2020 

Class 10 

WORD: Incriminate 

MEANING: To make someone seem guilty, especially of a crime. 

ORIGIN: Late Latin ‘incriminare’ 

SYNONYMS: Accuse, criminate, defame, charge, etc. 

ANTONYMS: Defend, excuse, acquit, absolve, etc. 

SENTENCE: 

1. A secret report incriminating the company was leaked last week. 

2. He refused to say anything on the grounds that he might incriminate himself. 

3. One well-informed missionary incriminated all these men as well as six others. 

 

 

WORD OF THE WEEK-        3rd – 9th August, 2020 

Class 11 

Word- Exigency 

Meaning- an urgent need or demand for something that must be dealt with without delay 

Origin-late 16th century: from late Latin exigentia, from Latin exigere ‘enforce’  

First Known Use -  1588 

Synonyms-contingency, dilemma, distress, juncture, pass 

Antonyms-advantage, benefit, blessing ,boon, calm, comfort 

Use in sentences- 

1. His speaking was unequal, and always rose with the subject and the exigency. 

2. But this exigency might arise again; indeed, most frequently did arise. 

3. Here was an exigency against which she had failed to provide. 
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4. The army was entirely unprovided with any means of meeting this exigency. 

5. It was not a soldier that was then required for Philip's exigency, but a scribe. 

 

WORD OF THE WEEK-        3rd – 9th August, 2020 

Class 12 

Arriviste (noun) 

Meaning: A person who has suddenly risen to a higher economic status but has not gained social 

acceptance of others in that class.  

Origin:  French < arriver  + -iste, -ist. 

Synonyms: social climber, junior, status seeker  

Antonyms: unpretentious, senior, insubordinate 

Use in sentence: 

1. This prompted him to grow up as a champion arriviste. 

2. But why should New York's anthem be about the ambitions of a self-absorbed arriviste? 

3. He always had a touch of risk-taker, rebel and arriviste. 

 


